Monoliths are one of the most impressive natural phenomena of all, exuding commanding simplicity and majestic peacefulness. Just like a sculptor, nature seems to have removed all but the bare necessities from the mighty stone, reducing it to a minimalistic unique specimen. Adopting this archaic form, Axor One represents a monolith in the shower. All elements are subjected to a strict code of purity: flat surfaces, gently rounded corners, generous proportions – fascinatingly chaste.
A gentle tap on the paddles is all that is needed to control the required shower jet. Up to three different showers can be activated at the same time.

The temperature can be controlled precisely by the cylindrical handle and limited by the temperature lock.

Sliding the small lever allows you to deliberately reduce the amount of water you use by up to 50% – for instance, making it possible to use less water when soaping your hair.

Everything is reduced to a single, central shower control element. There is nothing to distract the eye. Everything looks clean, elegant and inviting. Axor One is a confident, and yet unobtrusive statement that brings a spacious feeling into the shower – making it a haven of tranquility.

Given the clear design language, Axor One is of course easy and intuitive to use. All that is needed to activate the various shower jets is a gentle tapping of the paddles with the finger, the back of the hand or even the elbow. For the new ShowerProgramme, Axor chose to work with London-based design partners Edward Barber & Jay Osgerby, whose philosophy is founded on Interaction Design.

The Axor One basic set (#45710180) is required to install the Axor One thermostat module.

Porter unit with integrated wall connection #45723000
Shower support #45721000
Thermostat module for three outlets, concealed installation #45713000
Thermostat module for two outlets, concealed installation #45712000
Thermostat module for one outlet, concealed installation #45711000
Shut-off valve, concealed installation #45771000

W O U L D  Y O U  L I K E  O N E ?
W O U L D  Y O U  L I K E  O N E ?

The Axor One brushed black chrome shower was designed with Axor One in brushed black chrome. Brushed black chrome is one of 15 special surfaces that are produced exclusively by Axor.

Further shower solutions can be found in the Axor One web special at www.one.axor-design.com.

Polished Brass Polished Chrome Polished Nickel Polished Redgold Polished Black Chrome Polished Gold-Optic Polished Bronze Stainless Steel-Optic Brushed Chrome Brushed Nickel Brushed Bronze Brushed Black Chrome Brushed Brass Brushed Gold-Optic Brushed Redgold